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How did using STPA help?
- STPA control structures are useful *cognitive artifacts* that offer *decision making stability* in the face of *strategic uncertainty*.

- Blending STPA with *human factors methods* can surface *system vulnerabilities* and unlock opportunities for *creative decision making and innovation*.

- STPA provides *structure and processes* to consider *humans and machines as collaborative agents* during the *design of complex systems*. 
STPA control structures are useful cognitive artifacts that offer decision making stability in the face of strategic uncertainty.

Blending STPA with human factors methods can surface system vulnerabilities and unlock opportunities for creative decision making and innovation.

STPA provides structure and processes to consider humans and machines as collaborative agents during the design of complex systems.
- STPA control structures are useful cognitive artifacts that offer decision making stability in the face of strategic uncertainty.

- Blending STPA with human factors methods can surface system vulnerabilities and unlock opportunities for creative decision making and innovation.

- STPA provides structure and processes to consider humans and machines as collaborative agents during the design of complex systems.
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“The only way to know how a complex system will behave—after you modify it—is to modify it and see how it behaves.”
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